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All of the inventions presented here are patented or patent pending.   

There are proof of concept prototypes and industry experts positive feed back 
on probable success in the market place.   
 

Each inventor needs you, the Investor, to revive the innovation process and save 
the American economy. 
 

Investing in the Da Vinci Invention Investment Fund I constitutes direct  partial 
ownership in each of these inventions.  You do not pick one.  They are a family! 
 

Investing early has several advantages for you.  For more information, contact 
us at Info@ArchimedesOffspring.com or call 435-799-7793 

 
FOR 
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Organize your SUV  
and CUV cargo space  
in minutes. 

Trunks of SUVs and CUVs can be difficult to keep organized.  At 
any time, an SUV/CUV trunk stores groceries, kids sports equip-
ment (bats, helmets, sticks, cleats, balls), folding chairs, bags, 
strollers, coolers, umbrellas, and many other day-to-day items. 

Inventor 

                    Before                                                                            After 

•    Cargo Caddie (CC) is made from metal reinforced plastic, making it durable and sturdy.  

•    Cargo Caddie takes advantage of the significant height of SUV and CUV trunks -- adding a “new level” of 
storage space 

•    Cargo Caddie comes with built in collapsible dividers that keep items from sliding around in transit.  

•    Cargo Caddie folds up flat against the back seat when not in use. 

•    Cargo Caddie installs easily-- no tools or hardware necessary 

 Cargo Caddie features an extendable restraining bar to secure items while in motion. 

 Patent Pending 
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POLICE CUFF AUTOPOLICE CUFF AUTOPOLICE CUFF AUTO   

Inventor 

                                                                                          

 

Patent Issued 
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True View out performs radar actuated blind spot indica-
tor lights and sonic chimes which do not provide any real 
time imaging, much less accurate real time imaging. Due 
to US regulations, all driver side exterior OEM mirrors on 
vehicles manufactured in the US must have flat lenses. 
True View meets this regulation as an OEM driver side 
blind spot mirror. 

True view also out performs camera-monitor based sys-
tems. It is lower in cost both for the manufacturer and 
the consumer. With True View blind spot imaging occurs 
in the vicinity of the driver’s side exterior mirror, which is 
intuitive, versus projecting the image to the interior main 
rear view mirror or central console monitor which can 
distract the driver’s attention from the encroaching vehi-
cle. A single rain drop or snow flake can render a camera 
lens ineffective where as True view flat mirror functions 
during rain and snow. 

Inventor 

             

True View™ is:  *Easy to install *Easy to use * Has Low manufacturing costs 

True View™ is a major improvement over fish eye and other curved lenses which distort the apparent size, distance and rel-

ative speed of approaching vehicles. 

True View™ provides accurate imaging of apparent size, distance and relative speed of approaching vehicles. 

True View™ is a major improvement over radar actuated indicator lights and sonic chimes which just do not provide enough 

information for the motorist to make split second decisions. 

True View™ improves driver safety over existing blind spot mirrors and radar based technology 

True View improves driver ergonomics. No having to twist your torso to look over your left or right shoulder to get accurate 

imaging of approaching vehicles. 

True View is patent pending. 
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PRECISION HEALTH PRECISION HEALTH PRECISION HEALTH    

Design is an aesthetically pleasing quality product 
that addresses the end user’s total daily health reg-
imen with precision.  This is the most simplistic, 
efficient medical organizer to date: no batteries, no 
electricity, no apps needed! 
 
Patent Pending 

THE ABILITY TO CHOOSE YOUR OWN TIME TOTALLY ELIMINATES ANY FEAR OF MEDICINE INTERACTIONS! 

INVENTOR 

•The end user is now able to address all their health concerns in one simplistic organizer including, but not 

limited to, their prescription drugs, vitamins, testing, inhalers, eye drops, etc. 

•The slider located at the top of the organizer ensures that the end user will never forget any part of their 

daily health routine.   

•Our timesaving one compartment, one type of medication, fill on demand system removes the need for 

weekly/monthly filling. 

•Four easy steps to set up  

•The optional repositionable labels located on the face of the organizer can be moved as medical needs 

change 

•The end user can now choose their own time for ingestion, this allows for intake staggering and removes the 

fear of interactions.  

•This portable compact organizer can be taken to your Doctor for easy review of your medications. 

•There is a reorder reminder located at the bottom so the end user will never run out prior to being reminded 

to refill.  
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A key component to pandemic mitigation is copper which has documented anti-
microbial properties.  The science behind this key property is thoroughly docu-
mented in peer reviewed  research. 
 

The Copper Microbe Stopper provides flexible coatings over existing surfaces so 
there is no need to replace entire railings with a copper railing—or hundreds of 
door handles with copper door handles. Benefits include: 
 Destroy microbes 24-7 
 Easy to install over a variety of high touch surfaces 
 Cost Effective versus replacing existing surfaces with copper surfaces 

Inventor 

Patent Pending 
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Inventor 

                

The Best Campfire Cooking Utensil! 

The New Stick improves campfire cooking by allowing for even heating throughout-  
No more burnt ends and raw ends. 

Patent Pending 


